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Abstract. The shadowing of cosmic ray primaries by the disks of the moon and sun has
been seen by the MINOS Far Detector at a
depth of 2070 mwe using 83.54 million cosmic
ray muons accumulated over 1849.48 live-days.
The shadow of the moon was observed at the
5.5 σ level and the shadow of the sun at the
4.5 σ using a log-likelihood search in celestial
coordinates. This two dimensional shadowing
distribution was used to quantify the absolute
pointing of the detector on the sky to be
0.174±0.105◦.
I. I NTRODUCTION & M OTIVATION
The MINOS Far Detector [1] is a magnetized
scintillator and steel tracking calorimeter, located
in the Soudan Mine in northern Minnesota, USA,
at a depth of 2070 mwe. While primary function
of the Far Detector is to detect neutrinos from
Fermilab’s νµ beam, the great depth and wide
acceptance of the detector combined with the
flat overburden of the Soudan site allow it to
serve as a cosmic-ray muon detector as well. The
detector is composed of 486 8 m octagonal planes
2.54 cm thick, spaced 5.96 cm. This 5.4 kton detector is 30 m long and has a total aperture of
6.91×106 cm2 sr for this analysis [2]. The Far
Detector has a magnetic field that focuses muons
from charged-current νµ beam interactions and
measures momentum from curvature.
Optical telescopes use a standard catalog of
stars to establish the resolution and pointing reliability of a new instrument. This is not possible
for a cosmic ray detector, as there are no cosmic ray sources available for calibration. There
is a well observed phenomena in the otherwise
isotropic cosmic ray sky, though it is a deficit,
not a source. It is important for cosmic ray and
neutrino point source searches to study the resolution and pointing of a cosmic ray detector, and

the moon provides a means for this because it
absorbs incident cosmic rays, causing deficits from
its location. The physical extent and shape of the
deficit gives information about the resolution of
the detector, while the location of the deficit center
gives information about the absolute pointing of
the detector. The moon has a 0.5◦ diameter as
viewed from Earth, and the cosmic ray deficit it
causes has been measured by air shower arrays
(CYGNUS [3], CASA [4], Tibet [5], Milagro [6]),
as well as underground detectors (Soudan 2 [7],
MACRO [8], [9], L3+C [10]).
MINOS observes underground muons with a
minimum energy of 0.7 TeV, and the sharply
peaked energy spectrum has a mean value of
about 1.0 TeV. This mean energy corresponds to
a mean primary energy of about 10 TeV. The
moon deficit is affected by phenomena associated with cosmic ray propagation and interaction
resulting from geomagnetic fields, Interplanetary
Magnetic Fields (IMF), multiple Coulomb scattering, etc [7]. Multiple Coulomb scattering occurs
in the rock and causes a general spreading of
the moon deficit disc. The geomagnetic field is
nearly a dipole, and causes an eastward deflection
of positive primaries, which results in a relative
east-west shift in the observed shadow of magnitude ∆θ=1.7◦ Z/Ep (T eV ) [11], [12]. The IMF is
caused by the sun, which has an ambient dipole
field that is 100 times greater than the geomagnetic
field. This field is carried through the solar system
by the solar wind, the stream of energetic charged
particles that emanate from the atmosphere of
the sun. Since the sun has a 27 day rotation
period, the magnetic field that is carried by the
solar wind has a spiral shape, called a Parker
spiral [13]. The IMF causes deflection of primaries
that strongly depends on the solar wind, and its
complex shape makes it very hard to model. The
IMF causes a deflection that smears the moon’s
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shadow, though this effect is small since a primary
travels a relatively short distance from the moon
to Earth.

form [18]:
∆Nµ
∆Ω

=
+

II. DATA

This analysis encompassed events recorded over
1980 days, from August 1, 2003 - December 31, 2008, for a total of 1849.5 live-days.
The data set includes 83.54 million cosmic ray
induced muon tracks. required to ensure that the
detector was in a reliable state when the data
was taken (Pre-Analysis cuts) and that only well
reconstructed tracks were included in the sample
(Analysis cuts). The Pre-Analysis cuts are described in [14].
Analysis Cuts:
1) “Track Length < 1.55 m”, any event with a
track shorter than 1.55 m may not be reliably
reconstructed.
2) “Number of Planes < 10”, a track that
passes fewer planes may not give reliable
strip information to the track fitter.
3) “∆(σvtx , σend ) >0.021” If the endpoint position is well known but the vertex is not,
then the muon has questionable reconstruction pointing.
These cuts were optimized for pointing [15].
A total of 62.6% of the initial 83.54 million
triggers survived all cuts, for a total of 52.3 million
muons.
III. M OON S HADOW
The one dimensional space angle separation [16] from the location of the moon [17] was
found for each muon. The reconstructed muon
angular separation from the moon, ∆θ, was binned
in Sbin =0.10◦ increments. Since radial distance
from the center of the moon is measured over a
two dimensional projection, the solid angle of bin
(i) increases when moving out from the center as
2
∆Ωi = (2i − 1) · Sbin
π. Weighting the number of
events in each bin by the reciprocal of the area resulted in the distribution Ni /∆Ωi , the differential
muon density. The distribution is a function of the

where λ is the average differential muon flux, σ
accounts for smearing from detector resolution,
multiple Coulomb scattering and geomagnetic deflection, and Rm =0.26◦, the radius of the moon.
A fit to Eq. 1 yields χ2G /ndf =36.6/38 with
dN/dΩ(deg-2)

A. Event Selection
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Fig. 1. The differential muon flux with respect to displacement
from the moon’s location, binned in 0.1◦ . The dashed curve
is the result of a linear (no moon) fit (χ2L /ndf = 55.1/39),
while the solid curve is the best fit from Eq. 1 (χ2G /ndf =
36.4/38). The Gaussian (moon-induced deficit) fit gives parameters λ = 1195 ± 4.9 and σ = 0.42 ± 0.06◦ .

parameters λ =1195±4.9 and σ =0.42±0.06◦,
an improvement of 23.7 over the linear fit
(χ2L /ndf =59.3/39). This change in χ2 corresponds to a 6×10−6 chance probability.
A two dimensional maximum likelihood grid
search assumes no particular location of the moon
and so is a more powerful tool to assess absolute detector pointing. The Far Detector Point
Spread Function (PSF) is specific to the type,
geometry and amount of rock overburden, which
determines the energy at which muons are sampled, the geometry of the detector, and other
smearing effects. Dimuon events offer a means
to determine the point spread function since they
are created with nearly parallel trajectories. The
resulting distribution of separation angles at the
detector automatically accounts for these smearing effects [15]. The distribution of single muon
separation angles from dimuon events was used
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to find the Far Detector point spread function The distribution of Λ is the same as for a χ2 (ν)
in celestial coordinates (Right Ascension (RA), distribution [19]. In this case there is only one free
and Declination (Dec)). Scaling ∆RA by cos(Dec) parameter, Is , so Λ=29.8 has a χ2 probability of
accounts for the differing solid angle subtended 6 × 10−8 (5.5σ).
by an RA separation at a given Dec. This is the
IV. S UN S HADOW
distribution of expected smearing of muon tracks
The two dimensional log-likelihood analysis
in the Far Detector. A simple Monte Carlo was
written to quantify the expected scattering about described in Sec. III was performed for separation
the moon by sending muons toward a 0.5◦ disk. of cosmic muons from the location of the sun. As
◦
If the muon fell in the region of the disk, it viewed from Earth, the sun obscures a 0.5 diameter
disk,
the
same
size
as
the
moon.
Historically,
was excluded; if not, an angular separation was
selected at random from the PSF. The resulting this has been a more difficult [9] measurement
deficit the expected effect of the moon on Cosmic to make for reasons already mentioned in Sec. I.
The two dimensional sun shadow can be seen in
Ray primaries observable in the Far Detector.
One thousand background samples of the Fig. 2(R). The sun Λmax = 19.3 centered on
◦
◦
2
isotropic cosmic ray sky were generated using the (−0.19 ± 0.10 , 0.16 ± 0.11 ), which has a χ
−6
method in [15]. These were averaged to create a probability of 6 × 10 (4.5σ).
smooth, isotropic background grid, sorted in equal
V. C ONCLUSIONS
solid angle bins 0.10◦ on a side. The data were
Using 52.3 million muons accumulated over
sorted in a similar grid. A grid search utilizing
1845.9 live-days, the MINOS Far Detector has
a log-likelihood method was employed to find the
observed the cosmic ray shadow of the moon with
most probable position of a moon-like deficit. This
a high significance. The two dimensional moon
method was invented by Cash [19], first applied
shadow was found with a significance of 6 × 10−8
by COS-B [20], and first applied to the moon
(5.5 σ), centered on (−0.13 ± 0.081◦, −0.17 ±
shadow by MACRO [8]. The moon template was
0.11◦ ), which suggests that the absolute pointing
placed at a fixed position (x,y) on the grid, and
of the detector on the sky is known to 0.17±0.11◦.
the shadowing source with strength Is at fixed
The two dimensional sun shadow was found with
position (xs ,ys ) that fits the data best was found
a significance of 6 × 10−6 (4.5 σ), centered on
by minimizing:
(−0.19 ± 0.10◦ , 0.16 ± 0.11◦ ).
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Fig. 2. The two dimensional moon induced muon deficit (L) and sun induced deficit (R) in 0.01 deg2 bins, in celestial
coordinates. The cross marks the best fit location of moon(sun), and the ellipse surrounding the cross mark the uncertainty in
that position. The X marks the expected location of the moon (sun), and the circle is the apparent size of the moon (sun) as
veiwed from earth. The greatest deficit in the moon plot is Λ = 29.8, a 5 σ chance probability, centered on (−0.13◦ , −0.17◦ )
The greatest deficit in the sun plot is Λsun = 19.3, a 4.5 σ chance probability, centered on (−0.19◦ , 0.16◦ ).
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